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“CAUTION :
I Drive Like You Do !”

(Short Forward)

I have collected this beautiful American Folklore - under the form of aphorisms - from car plates, from various anonymous postings, from expressions heard in my discussions, from e-mails received, etc. Computer jokes, life taken upside-down, job related reflections, family connections, inside-out clichés of language, and so on. They are in a paradoxist style, or close, and full of humor…

Some of them are cascading Murphy’s Laws (pessimistically), others are opposite - like Peter’s Laws (optimistically).

Their sweetness smiles in the face of adversity, full of irony and auto-irony. I hope readers will enjoy them.

See a few nice examples from the book text: “I think, therefore I’m single”, “Life is short, break some rules”, or “Black Holes are Where God Divided by Zero”!

The Editor
AMERICAN
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SMILE

It's the 2nd Best Thing You Can Do With Your Lips

I GAVE UP DRINKING, SMOKING, AND SEX. IT WAS THE WORST 15 MINUTES OF MY LIFE.

RETIRED

I Was Tired Yesterday And I'm Tired Again Today

BEAUTY

IS ONLY A LIGHT SWITCH AWAY
Punish Men Severely

Yes, This Is My Truck
NO, I WON’T HELP YOU MOVE

It’s been a long week already
AND IT’S ONLY MONDAY

YIELD TO THE PRINCESS
I Used Up All My Sick Days
SO I CALLED IN DEAD

I STILL MISS MY “EX”
But My Aim Is Improving

WORK HARDER
Millions On Welfare Depend On You!

RETIRED
Don’t Ask Me To Do A Damn Thing!
JESUS LOVES YOU
Everyone Else Thinks You’re An Asshole

LIFE SUCKS
Well, OK, Just Yours

Life Is Short
BREAK SOME RULES
Why is a job better than a wife?

After ten years, a job still sucks.
I Tried Seeing Your Point of View

BUT I COULDN'T GET MY HEAD THAT FAR UP MY ASS

Trust Your Instincts
People Really Don't Like You

Your Proctologist Called
HE FOUND YOUR HEAD

You’re entitled to your WRONG OPINION
Ever stop to think…
And forget to start again?

CAUTION
Blonde Thinking
I SUFFER FROM C.R.S.
Can’t Remember Shit

Clear the road

I’m SIXTEEN

A Woman & Her Truck

It’s a beautiful thing

I SUFFER FROM C. R. S.
Can’t Remember Shit
I THINK, THEREFORE

I’M SINGLE

Behind Every Successful Man
IS A SURPRISED WOMAN

I Missed Winning The Lottery
BY ONLY SIX NUMBERS

I’m In No Shape To EXERCISE
I Brake For Hooters

Horn Broken
Watch For Finger

I Respect Your Opinion
I Just Don’t Want To Hear It

Uncle Sam Wants You
To Speak English
I’m Only Driving Like This
TO PISS YOU OFF

STUPIDITY ISN’T A “HANDICAP”
Park Somewhere Else

I may be fat, but you’re ugly, and I can diet

REAL WOMEN
Don’t Have Hot Flashes, They Have POWER SURGES
Isn’t a smoking area in a restaurant like a peeing area in a swimming pool?

Can’t Feed ‘Em?
DON’T BREED ‘EM

For A Small Town
THIS ONE SURE HAS A LOT OF ASSHOLES

C’mon, Give Me The Finger
LIKE YOU MEAN IT
I Don’t Suffer From Insanity
I Enjoy Every Minute Of It

If First You Don’t Succeed
SCREW IT

Don’t Worry, I Forgot Your Name Too

Do they ever SHUT UP On your plane?
WIFE AND DOG MISSING
REWARD FOR DOG

I want to be just like BARBIE
That BITCH Has Everything!

I An Not An Alcoholic
I’M A DRUNK
Alcoholics Go To Meetings

YOU SAY
I’M A BITCH

LIKE IT’S A BAD THING
Don’t Worry What People Think
They Don’t Do It Very Often

THIS IS A WORK-FREE SMOKE PLACE

THE WAY TO REMEMBER YOUR WIFE’S BIRTHDAY IS TO FORGET IT ONCE
UNATTENDED CHILDREN

WILL BE SOLD AS SLAVES

WANTED GOOD WOMAN

Must be able to clean, Cook, saw, dig worms, and clean fish. Must have boat and motor. PLEASE SEND PICTURE OF BOAT AND MOTOR
WANTED!
GOOD
MAN
90 YEARS OLD,
RICH, ONE FOOT IN
THE GRAVE, ONE
FOOT ON A BANANA
PEEL, MY HAND ON
HIS SHOULDER.

SHIRTS &
SHOES
REQUIRED
BRAS & PANTIES
OPTIONAL
AVENGE YOURSELF!
LIVE LONG ENOUGH TO BE A PROBLEM TO YOUR KIDS

WHAT PART OF MEOW DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?
REMEMBER...
BEER HAS FOOD VALUE BUT
FOOD HAS NO BEER VALUE

BE SURE TO TASTE YOUR WORDS BEFORE YOU SPIT ‘EM OUT

Good Morning! Let The Stress Begin!
GIVE ME COFFEE
AND NOBODY
GETS HURT!

Life is a whore
And I am like her

Guns don’t kill people
People kill people
We Repair
What Your Husband
Has Fixed

Monday
is the root
of
all evil

My Kids Think
I’m an ATM
I Don’t Suffer From Insanity
I Enjoy Every Minute Of It

Lord, if I can’t be SKINNY
Please let my friends be FAT
C’mon, Give Me The Finger
LIKE YOU MEAN IT

Embarrassing My Children
A FULL-TIME OCCUPATION

Don’t Drink And Drive,
You might hit a bump and spill your drink

REAL MEN
Don’t Ask DIRECTIONS
I want to be just like BARBIE
That BITCH Has Everything!

GUN CONTROL
Means Using
BOTH

It Takes A Lot Of Balls
To Golf Like I Do

If You Like My Bumper
You’ll Love My Headlights
I Used To Be Snow White
But I Drifted

Was It Love At First Sight?
Or Should I Drive By Again?

US GOVERNMENT AND CONGRESS
IF IT AIN’T BROKE, FIX IT, THEN IT IS
WORK HARDER

Millions On Welfare Depend On You!

BE NICE TO NERDS

Chances Are You’ll End Up Working for One

Your Kid’s An Honor Student!

But You’re A Moron
WOMEN WANT ME
FISH FEAR ME

FISH TREMBLE
At the sound of my name

Driver Carries No Ca$h
HE’S MARRIED

Be Nice To Your Kids
THEY’LL CHOOSE
Your Nursing Home
I JUST GOT A GUN FOR MY WIFE
It’s the best trade I ever made

Clear the road
I’M SIXTEEN

FASTER
Than A Speeding Ticket
It’s been a long week already
AND IT’S ONLY MONDAY

WHAT WOULD
SCOOBY DO?

I’ve Been Fishing So Long
My Worm Gets Social Security
Bill & Hillary
AMERICA’S DUAL AIRBAGS

Let’s Not Meet By
ACCIDENT

Sleep With Me Once
Thank Me Forever

Married Men Don’t LIVE Longer
IT ONLY SEEMS LONGER
I LOVE CATS
They taste just like CHICKEN

DON’T TAILGATE ME
OR
I’LL FLICK A BOOGER ON YOUR WINSHIELD

YIELD TO THE PRINCESS
Don’t belittle Powerball. It’s always big

Chicks don't respond to "babe" and "chick" for that matter

Don’t just argue. ARGUE well!
Quality is evenly proportional to the time left for completion of the project.

That which cannot be taken apart WILL FALL APART.

Anything which cannot possibly go wrong, will still go wrong anyway.
The chief course of problems is solutions.

There are two things that are universal: HYDROGEN + STUPIDITY.

Never do card tricks with the ones you play poker with.
The efficiency of a committee meeting is inversely proportional to the number of participants and the time spent on deliberations.

Success always occurs in private, and failure in full public view.

Non-reciprocal Rule:

- Negative expectations yield negative results
- Positive expectations yield negative results
The simplest subjects are the ones you don’t know anything about

The stomach expands to accommodate the amount of junk food available

The farther away the future is, the better it looks
Urgency varies inversely with the importance

Only a fool can reproduce another fool’s work

The more trivial your research, the more people will need it and agree
If it weren’t for the last minute, nothing would get done
FLORIDA
God’s Waiting Room

Don't talk unless You can improve the silence

I’m Not Old,
I’m Chronologically Gifted
Bills travel through the mail at twice the speed of checks

CAUTION
I Drive Like You Do

Don’t Follow Me OR
You’ll End Up At My Place
Computers can never replace human stupidity.

Black holes are where God divided by zero.

Feel Lucky? Update your software.
Bugs come in through Open Windows

God created men and rested. God created women and no-one's rested since!

Artificial Intelligence Usually Beats Real Stupidity
Hang Up
And Drive

Heaven won’t have me
Hell’s afraid I’ll take over

Living on Earth Is Expensive,
But It Does Include A Free Trip Around The Sun.
Hire a Teenager Now
While they still know everything

Alcohol and Calculus don’t Mix
Never Drink and Derive

HE WHO LAUGHS LAST
HAS THE BEST LAWYER
If you think I’m a lousy driver, *Wait until you see me putt*

**TO ERR IS HUMAN**

To forgive is simply not our policy

I’m diagonally parked.

Parallel Universe
IN MY NEXT LIFE I’M GOING TO HAVE MORE MEMORY INSTALLED

IT’S LONELY AT THE TOP
BUT YOU EAT BETTER

Love Is Grand
Divorce is a hundred grand
My Job is So Secret — even I don’t know what it is

I Have Kids

They are always there

When they need me

The truth is out there.

Anyone know the URL?
Of course you’re faster, but I’m driving in front of you

Lord, Give Me Patience

BUT HURRY!

Seen it all, done it all, Can’t remember most of it
Pride is what we have. Vanity is what others have.

When Everything's Coming Your Way, You're In The Wrong Lane
You can't have everything, where would you put it?

The young know the rules.
The old know the exceptions.
Cardiologist's diet:
IF IT TASTES GOOD, SPIT IT OUT.

Insanity Is Hereditary - YOU GET IT FROM YOUR KIDS
Go on.
I’ll see you at the next traffic light

I have good brakes.
Do you have GOOD Insurance?

I Drive Way Too Fast
To Worry About Cholesterol
I Intend To Live Forever.
So Far, So Good.

IF YOU CAN READ THIS, I’VE LOST MY TRAILER

To do is to be – Descartes
To be is to do – Voltaire
Do be do be do be do – Sinatra
If at first you don’t succeed, put it out for beta test.

I don’t have an attitude problem. You have a perception problem.

Old programmers never die, they just give up their resources.
Drive LESS
Live LONGer

Like a bra
I
Support tits
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